Abstract-CVC4SY is a syntax-guided synthesis (SyGuS) solver based on bounded term enumeration and, for restricted fragments, quantifier elimination. The enumerative strategies are based on encoding term enumeration as an extension of the quantifier-free theory of algebraic datatypes and on a highly optimized brute-force algorithm. The quantifier elimination strategy extracts solutions from unsatisfiability proofs of the negated form of synthesis conjectures. It uses recent counterexample-guided techniques for quantifier instantiation that make finding such proofs practically feasible. CVC4SY implements these strategies by extending the satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver CVC4. The strategy to be applied on a given problem is chosen heuristically based on the problem's structure. This document gives an overview of these techniques and their implementation in the SyGuS Solver CVC4SY, an entry for SyGuS-Comp 2019. 
I. A REFUTATION-BASED APPROACH FOR SYNTHESIS
We consider the synthesis problem in the context of some theory T . In this setting, a synthesis conjecture is expressed as a formula of the form ∃f ∀x 1 · · · ∀x n . P [f, x 1 , . . . , x n ]
where the second-order variable f represents the function to be synthesized and P is a formula encoding properties that f must satisfy for all possible values of the input tuplē x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). In this setting, finding a witness for this satisfiability problem amounts to finding a function for f in some model of T that satisfies ∀x. P [f,x].
To determine the satisfiability of ∃f ∀x. P [f,x] an SMT solver [6] can consider the satisfiability of the (open) formula ∀x. P [f,x] by treating f as an uninterpreted function symbol. We instead use an approach to synthesis geared toward establishing the unsatisfiability of its negation:
A syntactic solution for (1) can be constructed from a refutation of (2), as opposed to being extracted from the valuation of f in a model of ∀x. P [f,x]. Proving (2) unsatisfiable poses a challenge to current SMT solvers, namely, dealing with the second-order universal quantification of f . We use two specialized methods (Sections I-A and I-B) to refute negated synthesis conjectures like (2) that build on existing capabilities of these solvers. These are described in detail in [10, 12] .
A. Syntax-Guided Enumeration
The first method is general, and follows the syntaxguided synthesis paradigm [2] where the synthesis conjecture is accompanied by an explicit syntactic restriction on the space of possible solutions. Similarly to other SyGuS solvers, the syntax-guided search in CVC4SY [9] is based on counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [15] : a refinement loop in which a learner proposes solutions, and a verifier, generally a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver, checks them and provides counterexamples for failures. Generally, the learner enumerates some set of terms, while pruning spurious ones [16] .
Our syntax-guided synthesis method is based on encoding the syntax of terms as first-order values. We use a deep embedding into an extension of the background theory T with a theory of algebraic data types, encoding the restrictions of a syntax-guided synthesis problem. In detail, a set of syntactic restrictions for a function f may be expressed as an algebraic datatype whose constructors represent the possible operators for f . For instance, consider the case where f has type Int → Int. The algebraic datatype:
encodes a term signature for f that includes nullary constructors for the variable x 1 (the first input argument of f ), and constructors for the symbols of the arithmetic theory T . Terms of sort S refer to terms of sort Int. We extend the background theory with an evaluation operator e S or a function of type S → (Int → Int), whose semantics evaluates the analog of its first argument on the second argument. For instance, e S (plus(x 1 , one), 3) = 4. Now, consider the (negated) synthesis conjecture ∀f ∃x. ¬P [f, x], where solutions for f are restricted to the signature described by datatype S. This conjecture may be phrased as the (first-order) formula:
where z has type S. The solver may show (3) unsatisfiable by finding a (single) term t of type S for which ∃x. ¬P [e S (t),x] is unsatisfiable in an extension of T . When this is the case, the solution for ∀f ∃x. ¬P [f,x] is constructed by traversing the structure of t, while replacing constructor symbols with their corresponding symbols from the signature of T . The enumeration performed by CVC4SY is parameterized by an enumeration strategy chosen before solving: it either applies a constraint-based (smart) enumeration, which allows for numerous optimizations [9, Section 2]; a new approach for (fast) enumerative synthesis [9, Section 3], which applies a highly optimized brute-force algorithm and has significant advantages with respect to the smart enumeration; and a hybrid approach combining smart and fast enumeration [9, Section 4] . All enumeration strategies rely on techniques that ensure subterms in candidate solutions are unique up to theory-specific rewriting. For example, since terms x 1 and x 1 + 0 are equivalent, a symmetry breaking clause such as ¬isplus(t) ∨ ¬iszero(t.2) can be used to avoid enumerating solutions where the second child of t, denoted t.2, is zero.
B. Quantifier Instantiation for Single-Invocation Properties
The second method applies to a restricted, but fairly common, case of synthesis conjectures. When axiomatizing properties of a desired function f , a particularly well-behaved class are single-invocation properties. Similar classes of conjectures have been studied in recent work [3, 7] .
A single-invocation property is any formula of the form Q[x, f (x)] obtained as an instance of a quantifier-free formula Q[x, y] not containing f . In other words, the only occurrences of f in Q[x, f (x)] are in subterms of the form f (x) with the same tuplex of pairwise distinct variables. The conjecture ∀f ∃x. ¬Q[x, f (x)] is equivalent to the first-order formula:
To prove the unsatisfiability of (4), it suffices to find a Tunsatisfiable finite set Γ of ground instances of ¬Q[k, y], wherē k is a set of fresh uninterpreted constants. To find such a Γ, we use a specialized new technique, which we refer to as counterexample-guided quantifier instantiation. This technique is similar to CEGIS, but with the difference of being built directly into the SMT solver. The idea is to choose instantiations for ∀y. ¬Q[k, y] based on models for Q[k, e], where e is a fresh constant, using a selection function. Selection functions are specific to the background theory. Recent work has shown selection functions for linear real and integer arithmetic [11] and implemented them in CVC4SY. As a consequence of this work, CVC4SY is a complete synthesis procedure for singleinvocation synthesis conjectures over linear arithmetic. Assuming the solver finds such a T -unsatisfiable Γ, say
is a solution for the synthesis conjecture ∀f ∃x Q[x, f (x)]. In the case that f has syntactic restrictions, we use heuristic enumerative techniques to find a function equivalent to (5) that meets such syntactic restrictions.
II. ENHANCEMENTS A. Optimizations for Enumerative Search in SMT
Since last year, we have added a number of optimizations to CVC4SY's syntax-guided enumerative search to make it faster [9] . A key element of the smart enumerative search in CVC4SY is the use of a theory of datatypes with shared selectors [14] . At a high level, this ensures a maximal number of (e.g., symmetry breaking) clauses are shared across multiple contexts of the search. The new fast enumerative search leads to gains in most problem categories, but is especially impactful on PBE problems, where it outperforms the smart strategy by several orders of magnitude. Such gains are significant given that CVC4SY won this track at SyGuS-COMP 2018 by employing the smart technique alone. We have also made significant improvements to CVC4SY's theory rewriting [8, 13] , which is used to infer when a term is equivalent to a previous one and hence can be discarded. This benefits both smart and fast enumerations.
B. Strategy-Based Solution Construction
CVC4SY uses divide-and-conquer techniques inspired by [3, 4] to construct solutions for synthesis conjectures. At a high level, the approach enumerates a stream of terms and independently devises a strategy for combining them into candidate solutions. When applicable, CVC4SY uses strategies for building solutions involving ite-terms (to create decision trees), string concatenation concat in the PBE strings division (to sequence solutions), and combinations of the two.
C. Invariant Synthesis
For the invariant synthesis track, CVC4SY uses several static preprocessing passes to make the conjecture easier to solve. Most importantly, this includes rephrasing the invariant synthesis problem as finding a strengthening of the post-condition (resp. weakening of the pre-condition). In other words, given an invariant synthesis problem for predicate I, instead of synthesizing I(x), CVC4SY may choose to instead synthesize a predicate I (x) such that post(x)∧I (x) is the overall solution, where post(x) is the post-condition of the invariant synthesis problem. Additionally, CVC4SY uses a new divide-and-conquer approach, Unif+PI, for function synthesis that works especially well for invariant synthesis [5] . It accumulates refinement lemmas, synthesizes partial solutions for each point in these lemmas independently, and uses a decision tree algorithm to combine these partial solutions into an overall solution.
D. Constant Repair
Since last year, CVC4SY implements new techniques [1] for using its theory solvers to synthesize constants to repair candidate solutions. To do so, occurrences of (Constant T ) in grammars are treated as a constructor const containing a single field of type T . If a candidate solution is enumerated that involves this constructor, a subcall to CVC4 is made to find the appropriate constant, if one exists, such that the candidate solution (universally) satisfies the overall conjecture. For example, in terms of the deep embedding, if our candidate solution is plus(x, const(1)) and our specification is ∃f ∀x. f (x) > x + 100, then we check the satisfiability of the quantified conjecture ∃c∀x. x + c > x + 100, which is satisfiable with a model where, e.g., c = 101.
E. Inferring Equivalent Single-Invocation Properties
CVC4 uses techniques for recognizing when synthesis conjectures can be rewritten into a form that is single invocation.
This includes normalizing the arguments of invocations across conjunctions, and applying quantifier elimination to variables for which the function to synthesize is not applied.
F. Supporting New SyGuS Language
This year CVC4SY has been extended to support the new SyGuS language 2 , which is a lightly-modified version of the SyGuS input format that was used in previous competitions. The new format is more compliant with SMT-LIB version 2.6, includes minor changes to the concrete syntax for commands, and eliminates several deprecated features of the previous format. For some tracks, we enter different configurations with different synthesis strategies. We denote the smart enumerative strategy by s and the fast enumerative strategy by f. The Unif+PI strategy for invariant synthesis is denoted by su. We denote the the auto strategy, which heuristically picks a strategy based on the properties of the problem, by auto. It uses the single-invocation solver on problems that are amenable to quantifier elimination, strategy f on PBE problems and problems without the Boolean type or the ite operator in their grammar and strategy s otherwise.
III. CONFIGURATIONS FOR SYGUS-COMP
CVC4SY has the following entries, per track, in SyGuS-COMP 2019:
Track Configuration CLIA auto GENERAL auto, f, s INV f, s, su PBE BitVec f, s PBE Strings f, s
